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Hennessy's  new travel retail shop in Paris  is  the firs t from the brand. Image courtesy of Hennessy
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LVMH-owned Cognac brand Hennessy has opened its first travel retail shop at Paris' Charles de Gaulle (CDG)
airport.

The Hennessy Shop-in-Shop is part of an ongoing partnership between Aroports de Paris (Group ADP) hospitality
branch Extime Duty Free and French-duty free retail group Lagardre Travel Retail, in addition to Mot Hennessy. The
shop is located in the recently-renovated Terminal 1, among other luxury shopping offerings.

"Extime Duty Free Paris, the joint venture between Paris Airports (ADP) and Lagardre Travel Retail, is  honored to
collaborate with Maison Hennessy on this updated version of 'Les Caves Particulires,' which proved a tremendous
success at Terminal 2E Hall K," said Guy Bodescot, general director at Extime Duty Free, in a statement.

"We know that customers in Terminal 1 will enjoy this new feature in the Gastronomy, Spirit, Wine & Champagne
section, an essential part of the Ultimate Paris Shopping experience in this new terminal - and a sign of other
beautiful joint projects yet to come."

Art de vivre
The Hennessy Shop-in-Shop honors French culture and its Cognac craftsmanship.

Travelers can browse through the shop's variety of signature blends and special editions featured. "Hennessy
Hands," a service for customization, is available on-location as well, rendering the opening truly tailored to luxury
consumers and French hospitality.

"The Hennessy shop-in-shop at Paris -Charles de Gaulle T1 takes the customer experience to an unprecedented level,
not only for the quality of its  Cognacs, but because it materializes the House's role as a worldwide ambassador for
the French art de vivre," said Laurent Boidevezi, president of travel, retail and private sales at Mot Hennessy Asia
Pacific, in a statement.

Cocktail with a zesty twist: Hennessy V.S.O.P Champs-Elyses
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Adding to the hospitality approach, Hennessy plans to put on monthly events featuring recipe souvenirs for guests. In
a truly French fashion, visitors will be able to observe as innovative cocktails are mixed, made from Hennessy X.O
the original icon of the maison.

The shop will always carry the aforementioned Cognac in-store, along with other blends such as Hennessy V.S.,
Hennessy V.S.O.P, James Hennessy and exclusive blends like Richard Hennessy and Edition Particulire.

Hennessy is also selling a one-liter release of the Hennessy X.O blend, made especially for the location. The bottle
features Parisian art on the label design, making it a strong keepsake option for travelers to take home.

Other Cognac offerings that feature the work of artists and creatives, similar to the brand's recent work with artist Yan
Pei-Ming (see story), are available as well.

The Hennessy Shop-in-Shop will offer various  creations  from the brand, and collaborative products . Image courtesy of Hennessy

Curated pieces from heritage maisons such as Bernardaud, a French porcelain house, and French leather maker
Berluti can be purchased on site. The leather items and decanters sold can be customized with characters or initials
thanks to the brand's in-house service.

The shop's architecture itself was inspired by French shipping crates carrying Hennessy Cognac in the 1700s, based
on a design from French designer Hubert de Malherbe. The maison expanded Les Caves Particulires, his
omnibrand shop concept, in order to bring the vision to life.

"Maison Hennessy is very proud to inaugurate our newest travel retail experience at the historic Paris Charles de
Gaulle Terminal 1," said Laurent Boillot, president and CEO of Maison Hennessy, in a statement.

"Having explored the world for more than 250 years, we are committed to further enriching the travel experience by
showcasing French savoir-faire in an environment dedicated entirely to the Hennessy art of Cognac-making that
features some of the most celebrated blends ever produced."

Travelers can visit The Hennessy Shop-in-Shop from 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. local time daily.
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